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CONTRACEPTION IN JEWISH LAW

INODUCTION

Controversy surrounding the problems associated with con-
traception is by no means on the decline. On the contrary, a
veritable recent flood of books and articles in the medical and
lay press, as well as innumerable programs on the mass com-
munication media devoted to family planning, contraceptive
practice and birth control, attest to the widespread and in-
creasing interest in this subject. Introduction of the pill in

the early 1960's revolutionized many people's thinking toward
birth control and has had a major impact on the overall pic-
ture of world population limitation. '

It is beyond the scope of this essay to provide the reader

with a comprehensive discussion of the various contraceptive
methods, their effectiveness or lack thereof, the physiological

mechanisms involved and the possible side effects that may be
encountered. For such information the reader is referred to
the stadard textbooks of obstetrcs and gynecology. Suffce

it simply to enumerate the major methods employed: the con- :
dom, coitus interrptus, the diaphragm and cervcal caps, I
chemical contraceptives, the safe period or rhyt method, :

oral contraceptives and the intrauterine devices. Sterilization I
and abortion should also be mentioned, as well as a variety I
of mior methods, such as douching, sponges and tampons, I

scrotal hyperthermia and coitus reservatus and saxonIcus. .
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MORAL ASPECTS OF CONTRACEPTION

The morality (or immorality) of contraception boils down

to a two-sided argument. On the one hand, many people
claim that there is no moral difference between preventing

the natural process of conception by contraception and pre-

venting the natural process of obesity by diet or pil. On the
i other hand, traditional Judaic-Chrstian teaching maintains

that by the mid and will of God there is an objective standard
of right and wrong in the universe, and that men are pos-

sessed with the rational faculty to choose one or the other.
Thus, if the Torah considers any interference with the act of
procreation as morally wrong, then such interference is legally
prohibited in Jewish law. The commandment of be fruitful
and multiply (Genesis I: 28) interdicts the indiscriminate use
of contraceptives.

The argument that contraceptive chemicals may ki a
fertilzed ovum (i.e., a potential person) is more germane to
a treatise on aborition and will not be discussed here. Further-

more, such an argument is not applicable to most modern

methods of contraception including the pill and intrauterine
devices. The problem of eugenics and population control is as
much a moral diemma as it is a matter of social ethcs. .
. The economic argument for contraception emphasizes that
parents should only have' the number of children they can
support in an adequate fashion. This argument possesses its
greatest strengt and appeal when it is applied to large families
with below-average income. That some good may be derived
from contraception employed for economical reasons does not,
however, make such a practice morally right. In order that al
children in a famiy be provided with adequate food, clothg,
shelter and education, contraception may be no more morally
justified than robbery by the parents to provide for the needs
of the. children. Robbery and contraception are both immoral,
although both might achieve a desirable outcome. The solu-
tion to the economic argument for contraception is a better
organization of society, with suffcient . work and distributiori
of wealth for all.
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Medical indications for the use of contraceptive devices and
methods are many and include diseases wherein pregnancy
would result in a marked deterioration of the mother's health
or even theaten her life. Such conditions are rheumatic hear
disease, tuberculosis, certain kidney diseases, severe diabetes

and others. However, to masquerade behind a medical indica-
tion, particularly psychiatrc iless, where none exists, or
where the risks are minial, is certaiy immoraL.

It is sometimes asserted that the stabilty, or even the pre-

servation, of a marriage depends upon the practice of contra-
ception. Reasons may include the desire of a wie to continue
working after marriage, the lure of a professional career, un-
willigness to give up an active social life and reluctance to
financialy drain the marriage by having children. Such reasons,

purely of convenience, for the use of contraceptives, are cer-
tainly imoral.

CATHOLIC ATTITUDE TOWAR CONTRACEPTION

The most thorough, scholarly, objective analysis of Catholic
doctrine on birth control thoughout history is the recently
published work of John T. Noonan, Jr.! This book traces the
development of the Church's position on contraception, and
analyzes the hitorical situatiop.s that infuenced various church
decisions over the centuries from the year 50 C.B. until 1965.

The traditional Catholic viewpoint is to prohbit all forms
of contraception, except the rhythm method. This position is
based upon the doctrine that the primar purpose of marriage.
is procreation, not companionship. Any method of birth con-
trol which violates the "natual law" is thus prohibited. Birh:.
control by natural means, that is using the rhythm method or.
abstinence, is not considered a violation of the "natual law."!

Recent pronouncements by several Popes have reaffed;

the traditional Catholic teaching on th matter. In his famous!

1930 Encyclical Casti Connubii (On Christian Marage),1
~op~ Pius XI soln7n1y restated the condemnation of c?ntra-'\
eepti~n, but gave. his approval to the rhyt method. This ap-;
proval was repeated by Pope Pius XU in 1951 when he said: I

I
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We affm the legitimacy and, at the same tie, the limits - in trth

very wide - of a regulation of offspring which, unlike so-called

"birth control," is compatible with the law of God. One may even
hope that science wil succeed in providing this licit (rhyt) method
with a suffciently secure basis.2

In a second address in 1951 the Pope elaborated on the

conditions under which Catholics may use the rhyt method
and be exempt from the duty of procreation and parenthoo.
Examples are "serious reasons, such as those often provided in
the so-called indications of the medical, eugenical, economic

and social order."s In an address to hematologists in 1958,

Pope Pius XII approved the use of oral contraceptives for the
treatment of disease, but condemned their use for birh control.

In 1966, a papal commission, appointed two years earlier
to re-examine the church's position on marrage and the famiy,submitted its report to Pope Paul VI. There were both minority
and majority reports. Th former recommended contiued
adherence to the traditional beliefs, whereas the latter urged
changes in past teachings to allow chemical and mechanical

contraceptives. In July 1968, in hi Encyclical Humane Vitae,
the Pope rejected the majority report and condemned the use
of techniques other than abstinence or the rhythm method.

Dissent within the Catholic hierarchy was considerable with

progressive views being voiced by Catholic theologians and

laymen alike.

PROTESTANT VIEWS ON CONTRACEPTION

. Protestant churches are virtually unanimous in their endorse-

. ment of birth control as enunciated in the 1961 statement of
the National Council of Churches, the federation of 

32 majorProtestant denominations. Such aD endorsement stems from
the view that the basic. purposes of marrage include not only
procreation but also the "nourishment of the mutual love and
companionship of husband and wie and their servce to
society. "4
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JEWISH ATTITUDE TOWAR CONTRACEPTION

The most extensive study of the priciples of Judaism con-
cerning contraception, based on a wealth of primary sources,

is that of David Feldman.5 In his book, Rabbi Feldman ex-
amies the relevant precepts of the Talud, Codes, Com-
mentariesand Rabbinc Responsa; Feldman's work is so ex-
haustive that recent artcles on the subject add very little to
the overall picture.

A brief discussion of the Biblical commandment be fruitful
and multiply as decreed first to Adam and Eve- (Gen. 1: 28 )
and later to Noah and his sons (Gen. 9: 1 and 7) and to Jacob
(Gen. 35: 11 ) seems appropriate. The importance of this
commandment is stated in the Babylonian Talmud (Y evamot
63b) :

Rabbi Eliezer stated: He who does not engage in propagation of the
race is as though he sheds blood; for it is said, "Who so sheddeth
man's blood by man shall his blood be shed" (Gen. 9:6); and this
is immediately followed by the text .'And you, be ye fruitful and

multiply" (Gen. 9: 7). Rabbi Jacob said: As though 
he has dimin-

ished the Divine Image; since it is said, "For in the image of God
made He man" (Gen. 9:6), and this is immediately followed by
"And you, be ye fruitful and multiply" (Gen. 9:7). Ben 'Azai said:
As though he sheds blood and diminishes the Divine Image . . .

The explanation of the commandment is provided by the
Mishnah (Yevamot 6:6) where it states:

A man shall not abstain from the performance of the duty of the
propagation of the race unless he already has chidren. (As to the

number), Bet Shammai ruled: two males, and Bet Hilel ruled: i'
A male and a female, as it is written (Gen. 1: 27 and 5: 2); "maie
and female created He them."

!-

It is beyond the scope of the present essay to delve in depth,
into the Rabbinic ramifications of the commandment of pro-¡
creation. Suffce it to say that "the moral obligation, if not
the commandment of propagating the race still rests upon tht
husband when he already has two chidren." The role of thei

!

!
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woman in procreation is described by Feldman and summarized
in a quote from the fourteenth century Talmudic Commentary
of Rabbi Nissim (Chiddushei Ran to Kiddushin 41a):

. . . even though she is not personally commanded concerning pro-
creation, she performs a mitzvah (meritorious act) in gettng married
because she thereby assists her husband in the fulfllment of his
mitzvah (religious duty) of be fruitful and multiply.

In a Jewish marriage, over and above the question of pro-
creation, there exist the conju'gal rights of the wife, technically

termed onah. Thus, non-procreative intercourse such as occurs
if the wife is too young to bear children, or is baren, or is

. pregnant, Or post menopausal, or following a hysterectomy,

is not ònly allowed but required. Improper emission of seed

(hashchatat zera) is not involved, or is cancelled out so long

as the intercourse is in the manner of procreation. Not only
are such sexual activities permitted, but they are in fact re-

quired by Biblical law based on Exodus 21: 10. "Marage
and marital relations are both independent of procreation,

achieving the many desiderata spoken of in Talmudic, Re-
sponsa and Mystic literatures."6 Such goals include fulfg

the wife's desire, physical release of the husband's sexual pres:"

sures, and the maintenance of mantal harmony and domestic
peace.

A lengthy chapter in Feldman's book is devoted to a dis-
cussion of the legitiacy of. sexual pleasure in Judaism. He

. quotes Nachmanides who said that

Sexual intercourse is holy and pure when carried on properly, in the
proper time and with the proper intentions. No one should claim
that it is ugly or unseemly. God forbid! . . .

In a similar/ vein, Rabbi Jacob Emden is cited as having
said:

. . . to us the sexual act is worthy, good and beneficial even to the

soul. No other human activity compares with it; when performed with
pure and clean intention it is certaiy holy. There is nothg im-
pure or defective about it, rather much exaltation . . .
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Thus, whereas Christian teaching promulgates that pro-
creation is the sole purpose of marrage and sexual intercourse,
Judaism requies that not only need procreation result from
sex, but mutual pleasure is sufcient reason for the sex act.

There are at least six methods of contraception mentioned

in the Bible and Talmud. The fist of these is "coitus inter-
ruptus" which is unequivocally prohibited as stated by Mai-
monides (Mishneh Torah, Hilchot lssurei Btah 21: 18):

It is forbidden to expend semen to no purpose. Consequently, a man
should not thresh within and ejaculate without . . . As for mastur-

bators, not only do they commit a strictly forbidden act, but they
are also excommunicated. Concerning them it is written, "Your hands
are full of bloodn (Isaiah 1: 15), and it 

is regarded as equivalent to
kiling a human being.

A similar prohibition is found in Asheri, known as Rosh
(T'shuvot HaRosh 33:3) and in Karo's Shulkhan Arukh (Even
Ha'ezer 23:5) as well as in other Codes of Jewish Law.

The Scriptural source upon which is based the prohibition
of improper emission of seed is not clear, although many con-
sider the act of Er and Onan (Gen. 38: 7 -10) to be the classic
case of coitus interruptus. The Talmud, however, (Yevamot
34b) views the act of Er and Quan as unnatural intercourse.
Er wanted to preserve his wife's beauty by preventig her from.
becoming pregnant, and Onan sought to frustrate the Levirate
law. Therefore, argues Feldman, if this was Onan's sin, no

clear Biblical prohibition of improper emission of seed can be
derived from the story of Onan, because the circumstances i

of the Levirate marrage are special, and allow for no morel

than an intimation (remez) of the evil of ths method of con.'rr~~tioo. ,
Other possible Biblical sources outlawing emission of seed,

for naught have been suggested. The Decalogue's commando:

ment against adultery is said to have wider application, perj
haps to immorality in general. The Generation destroyed b~

the great flood is thought to have been liquidated because 01

the sin of improper emission. of seed. Others say that ths

cardinal sin is implied in the commandment of be fruitfui
i
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and" multiply. Finally, states Feldman," the injunction (in Levit-
: iciis 18: 6) against incest, literally, "immorality with one's
" own flesh" " (ish žsh el kol" sh' er b'saro) includes improper emis-
'".sion of seed.

"Whether this offense is considered homicide or only im-
moral as "self-defiement is also a matter of argumentation."" The

Zohar apparently espouses both reasons. Bringing forth semen
in vain would also be prohibited if a man were to use a con-
dom during intercourse, even if the sex act were performed
in the natural way. Procurement of sperm for medical reasons
(i.e., not in vain) is permitted under - certain circumstances,

such as sterility testing. "Abstinence as a contraceptive method
is prohibited as' a double destructIon of seed. Nót' only is the
seed' prevented from fulfilling" its' function of procreation, but
it also fails to fulfll the commandment of Onah; one of .the
wife's" conjugal rights.

Since the commandment of procreation in Judaism rests
primarily on the man, any contraceptive method employed by
him such as coitus interruptus, the condom or abstinence,

would be strictly prohibited because of the" Onanite nature of
these methods." Even in situations where contraception" is per-
mitted by Jewish law, such as for situations in which pregnancy
might endanger the life of the mother, these methods are not
", allowable; "
. ": The Talmud discusses four methods and techniques employed
by the woman to prevent conception:. The safe period, .tWist-

. ing movements following cohabitation, an oral contraceptive,
and the use of an absorbent material during intercourse.

: . "The" period of fertility 'Of a woman is mentioned in the Tal-
mud (Niddah. 3Ib) as follows: " " "

. Rabbi Isaac . . . stated: A woman conceives only immediately before
her menstrual period, for it is said "Behold, I was brought forth in
iniquity" (Psalms 51 :7). But Rabbi Yochanan stated: a woman con-

. ceives only immediately after "her ritual immersion for it is said

. .. "And in cleansing did my mother conceive me" (Psalms 51 :7) . . .

f
,

Feldman cites rabbinic Responsa. that call attention to cycles
of fei'tilityand sterility as a possible method of contraception.
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He concludes that there is no impropriety in the use of ths

method when birth control is required, such as in situations
of hazard to the mother. However, by its use, the 

command-

ment of procreation and the wüe's conjugal rights (Onah)

are both frustrated. Furtermore, the unreliabilty of ths meth-
od makes it unacceptable in cases of danger to life.

An ancient method of contraception is when the woman
makes violent and twisting movements following cohabitation
in order to spill her husband's seed. This method is descnbed
in the Talmud (Kethubot 37a) by Rabbi Jose who is of the
opinion - that "a woman who plays harlot turns over in order
to prevent conception." The Talmud (ibid 72a) further en-
titles a woman to receive het marrage settlement (Ketubah )
if the husband imposes a vow on her to produce violent move.
ments immediately after intercourse to avoid conception.

Throughout the centuries, numerous recipes have been recom.
mended for oral contraception, from Pliny the Elder's parsley
and mint, to Dioscondes' willow leaves in water; from Soranes'

opapanix, with cyrenaiac sap, to the maroram, parsley and
thyme of medieval Germany. In the Talmud, there are at least
two discussions of a "cup of roots" or sterility potion. In Ye.
vamot 65b we fid the following:

. . . Judith, the wife of Rabbi Hiyya, havig sufered agonizg pains
of childbirth, changed her clothes (on recovery 1 and appeared ( in
her disguise 1 before Rabbi Hiyya. She asked "Is a woman com.
manded to propagate the race?" He replied, ''no.'' And relying on
this decision (literally: she went), she drank a steriizing potion . . .

Elsewhere the Talmud states (Shabbat l09b-ll0b) that a

potion of roots may be imbibed on the Sabbath because it is '
a cure for jaundice and gonorrhea. However, the imbiber may
become impotent thereby. Thus, a woman may drink a steril-
izing (i.e., contraceptive) potion as a cure for jaundice. A
smaller dose recommended to treat gonorrhea does not produce '
permanent sterility. The ingredients of this "cup of rootstt are
enumerated by Rabbi Yochanan (ibid 110a) and include Alex-
andrian gum, liquid alum, and garden crocus, powdered and
mixed with beer (for jaundice) or wine (for gonorrhea). The
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TOSf!jta in Tractate Yevamot 8:2 specificaly states that a man
is not alowed to drk any potion in order not to be fertle,
because he is commanded to propagate the race, whereas a
woman is permitted to drink the potion in order not to con-
ceive.

The latter ruling is codifed by both Maimonides (Hi/khoth
Issurei Biyah 12: 12) and (Karo Shulchan Arukh, Even Ha'ezer
5: 12) unconditionally. Later Rabbis, however, stipulate that
there must be some medical indication as in the case of Rabbi

Chiyya's wife (vide supra) to allow the use of the potion of

roots. Furthermore, as pointed out by Feldman, "the bulk of
the legal discussion surrounding thë cup òf, roots is based on
the crucial assumption that the steriling effect of ths potion

is permanent," thus raising the problem of castration, an act
prohibited by Jewish law.7

The oral contraceptive pill of today seems to embody within
itself the Talmudic "cup of roots." It allows intercourse to

proceed in a natural and unimpeded manner, thus allowing ful-
fient of the wife's conjugal rights. Furermore, whereas
the effect of the "cup of roots" is permanent, the effect of the
pill is temporary, thereby settg aside the question of castra-
tion. No improper emission of seeds is involved in the use of
the pill.8 However, without medical indication it appears as
if the oral contraceptives should not be employed prior to the
fulment of the commandment of procreation (i.e., at least
two children). Furtennore, the question of the safety of the
pil is both of medical and Jewish legal concern. Certainly,

women in whom medical contraidications make the use of
oral contraceptives dangerous, would be prohibited by Jewish
law from taking them. Other deleterious side effects must also
be taken into consideration. However, at the moment, the pil
seems to be the least objectionable method of birth control in
Jewish law.

Viraly all rabbinc rungs on the subject of contraception

are based upon a key Talmudic statement which has ben called
'The Beraita of the Three Women" (Y evamot 12b).
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Rabbi Bebai recited before Rabbi Nachman: Thee (categories of)
women may (or must) use an absorbent (Hebrew: moch) in their
marital intercourse (to prevent conception): a minor, a pregnant

'woman and a nursing woman. ,The minor, because (otherwise) she
- might become pregnant and as a result might die. A pregnant woman

because (otherwise) she might cause her fetus to become a sandal
(a flat fish-shaped abortion due to superfetation). A nursing woman,
because (otherwise-) she might have to wean her child prematurely

(owing to her second conception), apd he wòuld die. And what is
a minor? From the age of eleven years and one day until the. age

-, of twelve years .allq one 9ay. One who is under or over this age
T when conception is not possible or where pregnancy involves no
fatal outcome, respectively') carries on her' marital intercourse in' the
usual manner, This - is the -opinion of Rabbi Meir. But the Sages say:
The .one. as ,well as the other- carries on. her marital intercourse in the
usuål. maimer, and. mercy be-, vouchsafed from Heaven I to stlve her
from danger), fòr Scripture says "The Lord preserveth 'the simple"
(Psalms 116:6) , . .

. The. natur~ and the status of the absorbent (or moch) in
Talmudic law is explored in an entie chapter of FeldmaJl's

book, Subsequent chapters are devoted to in an in depth consid-
eration of the thee categories. of women in the beraita, the

_ many levels of debate concerning the meanig of the beraita.

Does the beraita allow. or . require the three women to use
the absorbent? Rashi states -that Rabbi Meir means "may use'.
- and the Sages mean "may not," whereas Rabbenu Tam report
that Rabbi Meir means "must" and the. Sages mean "must

, not. but may." A second level of debate is concerned with
whtther the absorbent 

is to be 'used before (i.e., durng) or
,aftr coitus? The outcome of the argumentation in the - inter-
'pretation,of the beraítiJ is summarized by Immanuel Jakobo-
. vits, as follows:8a

,." : several authorities assume that this dispute applies only to these
. particular cases (i.e., thee wom,en) where the danger óf a concep-
tion is in any event rather remote; hence, they infer that, in cases
of a more defiite threat to the mother's life arsing from a preg-

nancy, there would be.no objection at 
an to the use of contraceptives.

. Others hold that . the three women are mentioned to ilustrate the
attitùde to cases of resultant danger to' life in general; whle yet
others regard the eÌitire sanction as limited to these thee women only.
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J akobovits, Feldman and others express surprise at -the
omission of reference to the pivotal beraita by the major codes
of Jewish law, Maionides and Karo. Even the Codes which
mention the beraita (Ashen and Alfasi) only relay it verbati

without deriving any legal ruling ,therefrom. To perhaps com-
pens ate for ths silence, there is available an enormous rabbinc
Responsa literature dealing with contraception. The most len-
ient or permissive view is that of 16th century Rabbi Solomon
LuI'a9 who allows the wife' to apply a tampon before inter-
course, íf a conception and pregnancy would prove dangerous.
Many sùbsequent writers including Rabbis Solomon ZaIman
öf. Posen,10 Sinchah Bunem Sofer,l1 '.Mordechai Horowitz;12
Chayi OZer Grodzinsky,13 Sholem Mordechai Schwadron,14

David 'Hoffmann15 and others agree with'Luria. On the other

hand, there is a school of non-permissivists 'who dó not allow

any impediment to natural intercourse. The chief proponents
of ths school are Rabbis Akiba Eger,16 Jacob Ettliger,17
and Moses Schreiber .18 '.

For situations of pregnancy hazard, the pessar or diaphragm
is alowed by numerous authorities including Rabbis Joshua
Baumol,19 Sholom Mordechai Schwadron,20 Chayim Sofer,21
and Mosheh Feinstein.22 The reason is that the normal coital
act is not interfered with. This. is. not the case with the condom
which constitutes an improper'int~rference and is strictly pro-
hibited., Chemical spermicides .and. douches are other contra-
ceptive methods which leave the sex act alone and- are. thus
permitted by many responsa writers but only in a . Case of
danger to the mother : from pregnancy. Wllether spermcides
are preferable to the use of a diaphragm or vice versa is a
matter of debate. On the one hand, the occlusive diaphrtlgm

does in fact constitute" a mechanical ,barrier. On the other hand,
"spermicides destroy the seed immediately upon its entr :intothe canaL. "28 . _

As to the intrauterine contraceptive devices, recent mèdtcal

evidence seems to indicate. that these produce contraception
by' inhibitig proper 'implantation- of the fertilized ovum in the
wal öf the' uterus.' If ths :18 so; 'then their 'abortfacient 'actian
would prohibit their use, as it is ak to abortion. .' . . .-
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CONCLUSION

The Jewish attitude toward contraception by any method
is a non-permissive one if no medical or psychiatrc threat to

the mother or child exists. The duty of procreation, which is
primarily a commandment on men, coupled with the wife's
conjugal rights in Jewish law, mitigates against the use of the
condom, coitus interruptus or abstinence under any circum-
stances. Where pregnancy hazard exists, and where Rabbinic
sanction for the use of birth control is obtaned, a hierarchy

of acceptability emerges from the Talmudic and Rabbinic
sources. Most acceptable are contraceptive means that least
interfere with the natural sex act and least interfere with the
full mobility of the sperm and its natural course. "Oral con-
traception by pill enjoys preferred status as the least objection-

able method of birth controL."24 Since many different factors
must be brought to bear on the final decision, it is suggested
that competent Rabbinic opinion be sought to adjudicate any

given case, such opinion to be based upon expert medical

testiony.
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